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Introducing the EPX6000 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Transceiver, the next step
in the EXFO-pioneered modular approach to optical test and measurement.
Housed in the EPX Multichannel Test System, the EPX6000 takes
multichannel, multi-user, multirate testing to another level.

With a scalable, fully reprogrammable design, the EPX6000 provides a
breadth and depth of testing. It can process multiple rates as well as
generate and monitor all channels simultaneously. It also enables you to mix
payloads of any valid combination from STS-1 through STS-192c, including
STS-6c, STS-9c and STS-24c subrates.

Meeting New Testing Challenges
The next wave of technology for networking is increasing the functionality of
existing standards and equipment. With the new technologies come
changes in testing in all phases of the product life cycle.

For example, with multiservice provisioning platforms (MSPPs),
simultaneous testing of all channels is a must. Testing alarm and error
handling, service disruption as well as payloads across all channels is
necessary for quality assurance. Such testing requires more traffic
simulation, which means more test heads. With the ability to generate and
analyze all channels, the one-slot EPX6000 transceiver meets these
challenges.

Continuing Evolution of Multichannel, 
Multirate Testing 
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KEY FEATURES

Generate and receive OC-48, OC-12 or OC-3 signals

Mix payloads of any valid combination from STS-1 to STS-48c

Use STS-6c, STS-9c and STS-24c payloads

Monitor service disruption for all channels

Configure thresholds for starting and stopping service disruption

Hot swap any compatible SFP optical interface

Reconfigure modules for different applications

The EPX6000 test module is housed in the EPX multichannel test platform.
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Designed for Flexibility

Next-generation optical networks are meant to be flexible and reconfigurable. Test equipment should therefore allow you to meet changing test demands.
EXFO’s EPX6000 Multirate Transceiver is designed for such flexibility: it can use multiple rates and mixed payloads to suit a wide variety of test applications.

Open Design
Testing needs are constantly evolving, and they differ from one user to another. Because today’s requirements might not be tomorrow’s, a single product
can hardly cover all needs, unless it is highly customizable and flexible. The EPX6000 is the entry of a new EPX product family; its design enables it to
support multiple features and protocols. Rather than force you to purchase new hardware for the latest transport technology, EXFO’s EPX6000 is updated
with new software, giving you test equipment that is renewed, not replaced.

EXFO’s EPX6000 Multirate Transceiver uses the largest FPGA chips available today, with all signal processing being fully programmable. The EPX
backplane allows ganging of multiple EPX6000 transceivers, providing scalability for larger applications. The EPX6000 generates and receives from 
155 Mb/s to 2.67 Gb/s.

Flexible Optical Interfaces
The EPX6000 uses the small form-factor pluggable (SFP) interface compliant with multisourcing agreement (MSA). This enables the hot swapping of
interfaces, letting you easily configure test equipment in the field and get the required wavelength, power rates and connector types, whenever you need
them. The SFP interface also allows growth for future technology and lowers test equipment cost of ownership.

The SFP interface extends the flexible, modular values of EPX test systems, because you can choose any compliant interface that meets your
requirements. Available OC-48 wavelengths include 1310 and 1550 nm, which comply with SONET SR, IR-1, IR-2, LR-1 and LR-2. Contact vendors for
exact specifications.

The EPX6000’s graphical interface displays SFP data, such as vendor information, laser wavelength, voltage, temperature and power.

Multirate clock recovery
for maximum flexibility 20 Gb bandwidth

for scalability

Large FPGAs with full bandwidth
interconnect for programmability

Hot-swappable SFP
for multiple 
optical options



Application Scalability  
EPX6000

Modular equipment can keep testing costs to a minimum, but what if you could use modules in multiple applications to increase processing potential? 
EXFO’s next-generation modules are designed for true scalability. The EPX6000 transceiver can scale from OC-3 testing to a deep-channelized OC-48 test
solution. The reuse you get with the EPX6000 transceiver is like having twice the normal test module at half the cost.

Stand-Alone /Deep OC-48 Processing
Each EPX6000 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Transceiver can process transport overhead, as well as generate and analyze as many as 48 channels simultaneously.

Configuration Guide

Four deep-channelized
OC-48 tests

One OC-192 test
with one channel

With the same
hardware, switch
between applications

One deep-channelized
OC-192 test

Mux/Demux
Backplane

Application Total Modules Required

OC-48/12/3: all channels 1 EPX6000 per test

The enhanced EPX16e platform is required for backplane deep channelization applications.
Current EPX16 platforms can be upgraded. Contact your sales representative for details.



Easy-to-Use Software
EPX6000

The EXP6000’s graphical interface has been designed specifically to make multichannel testing easy. From the high-level graphical view, you can easily
monitor all the channels simultaneously. You can then view the details for a payload channel that has a defect, enable or disable monitoring and service
disruption measurements for any or all channels, and monitor only select channels, including the ability to filter selected channels from data collection.

Configuring Multiple Channels in a Snap
Payloads can be set to match the generated payload or the received signal. Channels can be configured independently or in multiples. The payload setup
window also lets you know when you have an invalid payload mapping. If you want to convert several channels to another mapping, only the valid options
are displayed. You can configure a channel and then copy that configuration to other channels, even to other modules.

Recovering from Power Interruptions
With Checkpoint/Resume, recovering from a power failure is easy. Module setup and test data are saved at intervals that you can define. When the system
is restarted following a power failure, tests are resumed with minimal data loss.

Creating Customized Interfaces
You can also create custom graphical user interfaces (GUIs) that are specific to your test application. Simply add the controls and monitors to a virtual
desktop that is shared with all users. Create and save multiple custom GUIs.

Scaling to Test Applications
Like the hardware, the software is also scalable, down to VT1.5/VC12 or up to more complex applications. As the application scales, the software presents
a unified interface to make testing easy. Several EPX6000 modules—presented as one interface—can be combined in an OC-48 deep-channelized test
setup. While physically separate, the modules are logically performing as a single test solution.
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SONET SPECIFICATIONS

Payload
Mappings Homogenous or mix of any valid combination

SONET STS-48c, STS-24c, STS-12c, STS-9c, STS-6c, STS-3c, STS-1
Stuff bytes Fixed or payload pattern
Pattern True and inverted PRBS: 2 23 -1; live traffic monitoring
Configuration Detect and match received payload settings

Duplicate settings across paths and modules

Defects
Alarm types SONET: LOS, LOF, SEF, AIS-L, RDI-L, TIM-S, LOP, RDI-P, UNEQ, AIS-P, PLM-P, PDI-P, TIM-P, LPS
Alarm insertion Inject all channels simultaneously; synchronized injection across paths and modules
Alarm monitoring Monitor all channels simultaneously; squelch monitoring for selected channels
Error types SONET: B1, B2, B3, REI-L, REI-P, payload bit, physical (random)
Error insertion Inject a single error, a burst of errors or rates of errors for all channels simultaneously; synchronized injection across paths and modules,

precise, smooth error injection: x.yE-Z
Error monitoring Monitor all channels simultaneously; squelch monitoring for selected channels
Statistics Error counts and ratios
Performance Monitor all channels simultaneously
Section ES, SES, UAS, SEFS, CV
Line near-end ES, SES, UAS, CV, FC
Line far-end ES, SES, UAS, CV, FC
Path near-end ES, SES, UAS, CV, FC, PPJC, PNJC, PJS
Path far-end ES, SES, UAS, CV, FC

Service Disruption
All channels Longest and shortest service disruptions, most recent disruption
Selected Longest, shortest, most recent and history of service disruptions
Triggers LOP, UNEQ, AIS-P, PDI-P, LPS, Bit: set soak in/out for triggering service disruption
Log file Save most recent 20 000 STS-Nc events for all channels to a text file 

Overhead
Byte values Set and monitor for section, line and path for all channels

Sequence Transmit sequence of user-defined values for section, line and path (one channel) bytes; continuous sequencing or 1-256 iterations
Delay Delay transmitting section, line and path (one channel) bytes for user-defined frames

S1 Value and message encode and decode
Pointer Increment, decrement, move with NDF, move without NDF and set SPE/AU pointer value; counts of all actions
Trace messages J0 and J1 (all channels); 64 byte messages; encode and decode for all channels simultaneously
K1/K2 APS Encode and decode for all channels simultaneously

Mode Encode and decode linear (GR-253) or ring (GR-1230) messages
Messages Linear: K1 channel, K2 channel, K1 request, K2 operation, K2 architecture; ring: K1 request, destination, source, long/short, status
Monitor Capture changes and frame count
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EPX6000 SPECIFICATIONS

Notes 
1. Class 1 laser safety per FDA/CDRH and IEC-825-1 regulations.
2. With worst-case extinction ratio. Measured with PRBS 2 31 -1 test pattern.
3. Measured at 2.48832 Gb/s and 1300 nm wavelength with PRBS 2 31 -1 test pattern.

G0081-I1
Maximum Minimum Typical

Output power (dBm) 0 –5 –3 
Output wavelength (nm) 1360  1266  1310 
Extinction ratio (dB) 8.2 
Input wavelength (nm) 1600  1100
Maximum input3 (dBm) 0 
Sensitivity3 (dBm) –19 –21 
Dimensions MSA SFP-compliant

EPX6000
Rates OC-48 (2.488 Gb/s), OC-12 (622.08 Mb/s),

OC-3 (155.52 Mb/s)
Optical interface Small form-factor pluggable (SFP)
Timing reference BITS accuracy (via EPX100 Clock Module),

± 4.6 ppm (via EPX100 Clock Module) or
± 20 ppm (via on-board oscillator)

Frequency offset 2 ppm intervals; ± 50 ppm
Data modes Normal (terminal), line loopback or

intrusive through mode (Regenerate B1, B1/B2 or
B1/B2/B3)

Frequency counter 1 Hz resolution from reference frequency, received
Optics monitor 3 dB accuracy

G0081-S1
Maximum Minimum Typical

Output power1 (dBm) –3  –9.5 
Output wavelength (nm) 1340 1285 
Extinction ratio (dB) 9 
Input wavelength (nm) 1600  1270 
Maximum input (dBm) –3 
Sensitivity

OC-48 (dBm) –18 –22 
OC-12 (dBm) –23 
OC-3 (dBm) –23 

Dimensions MSA SFP-compliant

G0081-L1
Maximum Minimum Typical

Output power1 (dBm) +3 –2 
Output wavelength (nm) 1335 1280 
Extinction ratio (dB) 9 
Input wavelength (nm) 1600 1270 
Maximum input (dBm) –9 
Sensitivity

OC-482 (dBm) –27 
OC-122 (dBm) –28 
OC-32 (dBm) –34 

Dimensions MSA SFP-compliant

G0081-L2
Maximum Minimum Typical

Output power1 (dBm) +3 –2 
Output wavelength (nm) 1580 1500 
Extinction ratio (dB) 9 dB
Input wavelength (nm) 1600 1270 
Maximum input (dBm) –9 
Sensitivity

OC-482 (dBm) –28
OC-122 (dBm) –28 
OC-32 (dBm) –34

Dimensions MSA SFP-compliant
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EXFO America 4275 Kellway Circle, Suite 122 Addison, TX 75001 USA Tel.: 1 800 663-3936 Fax: 1 972 836-0164 

EXFO Europe Le Dynasteur, 10/12 rue Andras Beck 92366 Meudon la Forêt Cedex FRANCE Tel.: +33.1.40.83.85.85 Fax: +33.1.40.83.04.42 

EXFO Asia-Pacific 151 Chin Swee Road, #03-29 Manhattan House SINGAPORE 169876 Tel.: +65 6333 8241 Fax: +65 6333 8242

EXFO China Beijing New Century Hotel Office Tower, Room 1754-1755 Beijing 100044 P. R. CHINA Tel.: +86 (10) 6849 2738 Fax: +86 (10) 6849 2662

No. 6 Southern Capital Gym Road
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Toll-free: 1 800 663-3936 (USA and Canada) www.exfo.com

EPX6000.2AN © 2004 EXFO Electro-Optical Engineering Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in Canada  04/07 

EXFO is certified ISO 9001 and attests to the quality of these products. This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. EXFO
has made every effort to ensure that the information contained in this specification sheet is accurate. However, we accept no responsibility for any errors or omissions, and we
reserve the right to modify design, characteristics and products at any time without obligation. Units of measurement in this document conform to SI standards and practices.
Contact EXFO for prices and availability or to obtain the phone number of your local EXFO distributor.
For the most recent version of this spec sheet, please go to the EXFO website at http://www.exfo.com/specs
In case of discrepancy, the Web version takes precedence over any printed literature.

ORDERING INFORMATION
G0079-XX

Optical Types
S1 = 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Processor Module with 1310 nm short-reach optical interface
I1 = 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Processor Module with 1310 nm intermediate-reach optical interface
L1 = 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Processor Module with 1310 nm long-reach optical interface
L2 = 2.5+ Gigabit Multirate Processor Module with 1550 nm long-reach optical interface

Accessories
G0081-0S1 = EPXSFP optical interface, 1310 nm, short-reach, multirate
G0081-0I1 = EPXSFP optical interface, 1310 nm, intermediate-reach, multirate
G0081-0L1 = EPXSFP optical interface, 1310 nm, long-reach, multirate
G0081-0L2 = EPXSFP optical interface, 1550 nm, long-reach, multirate




